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Mission To translate leading edge technologies into transformative learning and
economic systems that promote equity, mobility, privacy, and individual
agency to radically improve lives throughout the world.

About Learning Economy Foundation (LEF) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization
founded in 2018. Alongside a global community of mission-aligned
partners, LEF is committed to building and facilitating ecosystems of
collaboration to enact positive systemic social reform in education and
employment through the deployment of open standards, open source, and
new technologies.

Why? New technologies present us with an opportunity to rebalance the societal
scales away from the already advantaged, toward those that suffer from
persistent inequities. Using web3 protocols, open standards, digital wallets,
learning pathways, and earn-to-learn models, learners are afforded agency
and can sit at the center of their own skilling journeys. While powerful, we
also recognize that technology alone is not enough. We need partnerships,
collaboration, and a shared commitment to the needs of the underserved
in order to build coalitions and ecosystems that will have lasting impact.

LEF in the
News

● BBC: Is Education the New Currency?
● Forbes: Can Blockchain Technology Provide A Better Learner Record?
● Forbes: Renewed Optimism About Educational Technology
● Stanford/EdSurge: Blockchain Enthusiasts Eye Challenges in Education
● Decentralized Identity Foundation: LEGO & Learning Economy: Gearing

up with the Super Skills App
● UNESCO: VIDEO - The Internet of Education: Creating an Open

Architecture for the Learning Economy

Op-eds and
Features

● G20 Cover Story
● UNGA original announcement
● Origin Story
● Co-Hosting WorldBank Blockchain Education Workshops
● Original Position Paper
● Joins UNESCO Global Education Coalition
● The Internet of Education

Collaborators See our Full List of Allies
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https://www.bbc.com/worklife/article/20200210-is-education-the-new-currency
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alisongriffin/2020/09/16/can-blockchain-technology-provide-a-better-learner-record/?sh=b31fa5914c15
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2019/04/23/renewed-optimism-about-educational-technology/?sh=4ad142d9618d
https://www.edsurge.com/news/2022-05-19-how-blockchain-can-encourage-learning
https://medium.com/@decentralized.identity/lego-learning-economy-gearing-up-with-the-super-skills-app-5259332e9f65
https://medium.com/@decentralized.identity/lego-learning-economy-gearing-up-with-the-super-skills-app-5259332e9f65
https://youtu.be/bbaYm944qBE
https://youtu.be/bbaYm944qBE
https://www.learningeconomy.io/post/g20-cover-story-of-currency-new-gold-standards-and-rocket-fuel-to-coordinate-global-impact
https://www.learningeconomy.io/post/ungaannouncement
https://www.learningeconomy.io/post/thestory
https://www.learningeconomy.io/post/lef-and-the-world-bank-announce-the-blockchain-for-education-community-of-practice
https://www.learningeconomy.io/post/lef-and-the-world-bank-announce-the-blockchain-for-education-community-of-practice
https://www.learningeconomy.io/post/lef-joins-the-unesco-global-education-coalition
https://www.internetofeducation.org/
https://www.learningeconomy.io/collaborators
http://www.learningeconomy.io

